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Control-oriented modelling of three-way
catalyst for fuel-to-air ratio regulation in
spark ignited engines

Carlos GUARDIOLA1, Héctor CLIMENT1, Benjamı́n PLA1, Marcelo REAL1

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a grey-box model of three-way catalyst (TWC), which is capable of estimating

the oxygen storage level (OSL) to aid the fuel-to-air ratio control in spark ignited (SI) engines. As it is well-known, the

prime parameter that drives the transient dynamics in current TWCs is their capability to store a certain amount of

oxygen, then allowing to oxidise some pollutant species such as carbon monoxide (CO) or hydrocarbons (HC) even

at rich conditions during short periods of time. Since OSL is considered a good indicator of the catalyst state but it

cannot be directly measured, a model based real-time capable estimation like the one proposed in this paper could be

valuable. The model accounts for oxygen storing as well as oxidation and reduction of the main species involved, taking

as inputs fuel-to-air equivalence ratio, air mass flow, temperature and gas composition at TWC inlet. From these inputs

OSL and brick temperature are calculated as model states, which finally provide the gas composition downstream of

the catalyst as output. Additionally, a simplified model of narrowband λ sensor is included, it provides a voltage from gas

composition at the outlet of the catalyst and allows to assess the model behaviour by comparison with the on-board

λ sensor measurements. Finally, the validation of the model performance by means of experimental test as well as

different practical cases, where the benefits of OSL estimation plays a key role, are introduced.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays pollutant emissions are an important issue, in

fact, some European cities have begun to implement traffic

restrictions in an attempt to improve air quality, therefore,

the improvement and adaptation of exhaust gas after-

treatment systems in spark ignited engines (SIE) takes

special relevance. In this sense, the best trade-off between

compactness and cost-performance is provided by three-way

catalytic converter (TWC) based systems. This converter

allows to oxidise hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon monoxide

(CO) while simultaneously reducing nitrogen oxides (NOx).

However, to achieve a high conversion efficiency for

all the species involved, the fuel-to-air equivalence ratio

(hereinafter FAR) should be accurately controlled close

to stoichiometric. Taking into account the low emission

levels allowed by the current legislation and the future

zero emissions trend, the strategies based on TWC control

oriented modelling are indispensable.

The key of this approach is supported by its capability

to provide insights about the instantaneous state of the

converter, especially in terms of oxygen storing level (OSL),

which is a parameter tightly related with the conversion

efficiency during FAR transients. As it usually happens, the

restriction in the operating conditions of a system force other

coupled subsystems to work out of its operating range. In

this regard, some typical driving conditions such as transient

phases, injection cut-off or start-stop systems among others,

lead to impose FAR different from stoichiometric and thus

making the TWC to work outside of design conditions and

preventing it from getting proper conversion efficiency1. All

of them are typical situations in which knowing the TWC

state could be really useful to control properly the converter

dynamics. Moreover, TWC control oriented modelling is

also a key concept from the point of view of the engine

aftertreatment diagnosis. For example, to estimate the TWC

ageing level, the nominal oxygen storing capabilities (OSC)

can be compared with the corresponding model estimation

after some period of time.

A lot have been written regarding TWC and λ sensors

modelling in last years, nevertheless, according to the

authors’ point of view there is still a not fully covered

requirement in this field, that is, control oriented models able

to provide not only OSL estimations, but also information

about the concentration of the main pollutant species

downstream of the TWC with real-time capabilities. Detailed

chemical first-principle models of both, λ sensor2 and TWC

has been developed over the past three decades. These

models allow a deeper understanding of the phenomena

related to the dynamic behaviour of the system, dealing

with different complexity levels, from multi-dimensional

models3–10 to more common one-dimensional approaches

as11–21. Of course, all of them provide wide and accurate
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information regarding the converter state, but they cannot

be used for real-time applications (RTA), which rule them

out for control purposes. On the other hand, the integrator-

type or black-box models22–28 were the only feasible option

for OSL estimation in RTA some years ago, when the

computational capabilities of the common ECUs were rather

limited, but they are not accurate enough for today’s

requirements. For example, with an integrator-type storing

model based on the inlet FAR, independently of the previous

evolutions, a FAR equal to stoichiometric leads the OSL to

reach immediately steady state conditions, since it does not

account for the exhaust gas composition at catalyst inlet.

An intermediate approach is followed in other pub-

lications29–34, which takes into account a few chemical

reactions but keeping the real-time capabilities by means

of lumped-parameter models, usually zero-dimensional or

quasi-dimensional with one or several nodes axially dis-

tributed along the TWC length. They often supply OSL

estimations and FAR in the tail pipe with a proper cost-

performance trade-off, but not all of them provide informa-

tion about the concentration of the main pollutant species

involved downstream of the TWC. It could be useful in order

to implement a control strategy based on emissions, thus

controlling FAR to keep the main pollutant species below a

threshold depending on different criteria. The present paper

proposes a zero-dimensional control-oriented and real-time

capable model with lumped-parameter kinetics, which is able

to provide reasonable estimations of OSL, brick temperature

as well as the main chemical species involved at TWC outlet.

In the current approach, only one node is considered, but the

model can be extended to deal with several nodes if an axial

distribution is needed.

2 Tools

All data collected for model fitting and validation is

obtained by means of experimental test in the facilities

of CMT-Motores Térmicos, at the Universitat Politècnica

de València. The engine test bench is especially equipped

for exhaust gas measurements, with Horiba MEXA-ONE

analyser to measure CO, CO2, HC, CH4, O2, NO, NO2, NOx

and FAR. Two faster Cambustion analysers, in particular

models NDIR500 and CLD500, have been used for CO

and NOx respectively, at the inlet and outlet of the TWC.

H2 measurement, however, is not available. Regarding the

internal combustion engine, one representative of the current

state of the art, turbocharged gasoline direct injection (GDI)

engine has been used, it has 3 cylinders and a total

displacement of 1.2 litres. The intake and exhaust lines are

instrumented with average pressure and temperature sensors

at the inlet and outlet of each element. The advantage of

using a real engine to collect the required data lies in the fact

that the TWC is exposed to a gas flow totally equivalent to

the one expected in real driving conditions, i.e., with similar

temperatures, mass flows, pulsed air flow and same exhaust

gas composition, which is particularly relevant.

Regarding the catalytic converter used, it is a full volume

TWC, so λ sensors are placed at the inlet and outlet,

that is, there is not an intermediate FAR measurement as

occurs with partial volume catalysts. It is fully instrumented

to measure temperature at several points longitudinally

distributed and at different depths inside the brick. Pressure

sensors and λ sensors are also placed at the inlet and

outlet. Particularly, two switch-type and two wideband λ

sensors (also called binary and linear sensors respectively)

measure FAR upstream and downstream of the TWC.

Finally, two converters with different ageing levels complete

the equipment available, one totally new and one aged TWC.

3 TWC model description

3.1 Requirements

The main parameter that drives the transient dynamics in

current catalysts, is their capability to store and release a

certain amount of reducing and oxidizing species with the

aid of noble metals and ceria, then allowing to oxidise some

pollutant species such as CO or HC even at rich conditions

during short periods of time. The relative oxygen level

stored in ceria (OSL) with respect to the total TWC oxygen

storing capabilities (OSC), is considered a good indicator

of the catalyst state1,35, but it cannot be directly measured

by means of onboard sensors. Thus, a model based and

real-time capable estimation is needed to control the FAR

in a further accurate way than currently, thereby reducing

pollutant emissions even more. In this sense, the target of

the model presented in this paper is to supply information

about OSL and tail pipe emissions. The first one allows

to implement a FAR control strategy based not only on

FAR as usual, but also on the amount of oxygen stored.

Regarding tail pipe emissions, they represent the input signal

for the downstream λ sensor sub-model, which could be

used in future works to implement an on-line observer, by

comparing the sensor model output with the on-board sensor

measurement. Of course, in order to fulfil these objectives

the model must offer low computational requirements as to

be implemented in a rapid prototyping system and also being

accurate enough for the present purposes.

3.2 Model structure

The model introduced in this paper intends to be as simple

as possible in order to fulfil the FAR control requirements

with the minimum computational cost, thus detailed physical

approaches have been dismissed. Those models that are

not able to provide information regarding the main species

involved at the catalyst outlet have also been rejected for the

present work. An intermediate approach has been followed

instead, a zero-dimensional lumped-parameter model with a

single node is considered for simplicity, although the model

is ready to deal with a quasi-dimensional extension based on

axial discretization of the TWC with the aid of additional

nodes.

The model inputs are engine speed, throttle and FAR

upstream of the TWC, which are all available in current

ECUs, either by direct measurement or indirect calculation.

From previous signals, a static feed gas sub-model supplies

the inputs for the oxygen storing and thermal sub-

models. These ones provide the two states of the TWC

considered, OSL and brick temperature respectively. Tail

pipe temperature and emissions such as NOx, CO, CO2,

HC and O2 represent the model outputs. Finally, since λ

sensors response time is faster than TWC dynamics, a static
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Figure 1. Model structure.

λ sensor sub-model estimates the voltage of the narrowband

λ sensor downstream of the TWC taking as inputs NOx and

CO concentrations at catalyst outlet. Therefore, four different

sub-models makes up the complete structure as it is shown in

figure 1.

3.2.1 Feed gas sub-model This sub-model provides the

inputs for the TWC model as function of the operating

conditions. Steady state values of temperature and gas

composition previously measured at catalyst inlet are

implemented in lookup tables as function of engine speed

and load as well as fuel-to-air equivalence ratio. Exhaust gas

composition depends on combustion chamber conditions,

whose dynamics are much faster than TWC ones, thus

neglecting exhaust gas dynamics to estimate emissions

upstream of the TWC is a reasonable approach. In spite of

that, a first order filter has been fitted to experimental data

and added to the outputs of the steady-state model in order

to improve the model performance in transient conditions.

The sub-model outputs are TWC inlet temperature, exhaust

mass flow and the concentration of the main exhaust species:

NOxup, COup, CO2up, HCup and O2up. In figure 2, several

FAR steps have been performed with the engine running

at 1250 rpm and 25 Nm. The values provided by this sub-

model are accurate enough for the sub-model purposes at

steady state, although in case of bias error, of course this

error would be transmitted to the TWC model disturbing

the outlet predictions. During transient phases, the outputs

of the lookup tables follow directly the dynamics imposed

by their inputs, in particular the dynamic of the FAR in

figure 2. This is a sensible approach for gas composition

since, in fact, it drives the sensors response. But even in

that case some discrepancies can appear due to the non-

linearity as well as to the different weight of each species on

FAR. As shown in this figure, the values provided by lookup

tables show a slightly faster response than the measurements,

that is why a first order filter is applied to the steady-state

model outputs. Regarding inlet temperature, the evolution

in figure 2 shows a low sensitivity of temperature to FAR

variations, but that is not the case for engine speed and load.

The dynamic behaviour of exhaust temperature is driven by

transport and heat transfer phenomena from exhaust pipes to

TWC inlet. A detailed modelling of the exhaust line is out

of the scope of the present approach, since the current TWC

model is oriented to control purposes. Moreover, whatever

the complexity of the approach used, an estimation of the
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Figure 2. Comparison between feed gas sub-model outputs

and measurements for FAR steps at 1250 rpm and 25 Nm.

MESup, FG MODinterp and FG MODoutputs represent

measurements, direct interpolation in lookup tables and outputs

of the feed gas sub-model respectively.

temperature entering the system is needed because there

are not temperature sensors available on-board along the

exhaust. Therefore, in order to estimate the catalyst inlet

temperature, the same approach applied for gas composition

is chosen. In this case the use of a first order filter is strongly

required because the transient response provided by the

steady model is faster than real, due to the thermal inertia

of the exhaust components.

3.2.2 TWC reactions considered The model accounts for

three reactions in noble metal, namely HC and CO oxidation

as well as NOx reduction:

CxHy + (x+
y

4
)O2 → xCO2 +

y

2
H2O (1)

CO +
1

2
O2 → CO2 (2)

NO + CO → CO2 +
1

2
N2 (3)
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Regarding the storing reactions, only oxygen is considered

to be able to oxidise ceria, thus ceria oxidation by means

of NOx is neglected. Nevertheless, for ceria reduction both

HC and CO are taken into account, while H2 is not

considered. This set of reactions is widespread used in the

literature12,36,37.

Ce2O3 +
1

2
O2 → 2CeO2 (4)

CO + 2CeO2 → Ce2O3 + CO2 (5)

CxHy + (2x+ y)CeO2 → (6)

→ (x+
1

2
y)Ce2O3 + xCO +

1

2
yH2O

In the present approach O2, CO and HC reactions (eqs.

1 and 2) follow the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, that

is, their adsorption in the noble metal is needed prior to react.

NOx reduction (ec. 3), in turn, is considered as Eley-Riddeal

mechanism, thereby it is adsorbed in noble metal and reacts

with CO in gas phase. Whether there is still oxygen excess

after reacting over noble metal surface (eqs. 1 and 2), then

oxygen is stored by means of ceria oxidation (eq. 4). In

the same way, when there is a lack of oxygen at catalyst

inlet, CO and HC are desorbed and the oxygen previously

stored is used to oxidise CO and HC in gas phase (ecs. 5

and 6). Thus, the oxidation of reducing species with ceria

is also considered that follows the Eley-Riddeal mechanism

as in the case of NOx reduction. This is conceptually the

followed approach, but chemical reaction rates are not really

implemented as such. To simplify, an algebraic mass balance

is considered for each species instead, thereby the reactions

progress depending on the availability of its respective

reactants. In this sense HC, NOx and CO are adsorbed and

desorbed in the same time step when they cannot react

because of the lack of one of the needed reactants, hence

O2 is the only species that can be stored (with ceria) during

several time steps. Additional reactions as water-gas shift and

steam-reforming reactions have been neglected in order to

simplify the model complexity, in any case, their practical

effects concerning HC and CO oxidation after a lean to

rich step can be partially replaced by oxygen stored in

ceria. In the same way, the effect of H2 on the downstream

narrowband λ sensor cannot be taken into account. These

assumptions as well as its practical consequences will be

discussed in next sections.

3.2.3 Oxygen storing sub-model The adsorbed mass of

each species is calculated by means of their respective

adsorption rates (µx), which depend on OSL:

mO2ads = µO2
(OSL) ∗mO2up (7)

mNOxads = µNOx
(OSL) ∗mNOxup (8)

mCOads = µCO(OSL) ∗mCOup (9)

mHCads = µHC(OSL) ∗mHCup (10)

All the adsorbed mass of each chemical species does

not necessarily reacts as it happens when an efficiency rate

is imposed. Instead, the portion of the adsorbed mass that

finally reacts depends on the availability of other reactants,

thereby the adsorbed mass can be desorbed in the same time

step when it does not react with other species. The only

exception is O2, that can be stored in ceria during several

time steps until being oxidized by HC or CO, if there is lack

of oxygen at catalyst inlet.

The mass balances are based on equivalent species. Since

the model only accounts for few reactions while the actual

chemistry inside a TWC is quite more complex, the use

of stoichiometric rates does not provide good results as

expected. That is why equivalence parameters (kx) have

been used to convert each species into its corresponding

equivalent:

mHCeq = k(CO→HC) ∗mCO (11)

mO2eq = k(HC→O2) ∗ (mHC +mHCeq) (12)

mCOeq = k(NOx→CO) ∗mNOx
(13)

Thus, reactions 1-6 can be outlined as:

O2(SP−NM) +O2eq(SP ) → CO2eq(GP ) (14)

CO(GP ) + COeq(SP ) → CO2eq(GP ) (15)

O2(SP−NM) → O2(SP−CERIA)(16)

O2(SP−CERIA) +O2eq(GP ) → CO2eq(GP ) (17)

Subscripts ‘SP’ and ‘GP’ indicate solid and gas phase

respectively, while subscripts ‘SP-NM’ and ‘SP-CERIA’

distinguish between oxygen adsorbed in noble metal and

oxygen stored in ceria.

An additional parameter called OSLref has been

introduced in order to deal with the fact that oxygen storage

is an equilibrium controlled process38,39. That is, the OSL

cannot reach a value equal to 1 or 0 just when there is an

oxygen excess or lack respectively but when the chemical

equilibrium between solid and gas phases is fulfilled. This

parameter symbolizes the OSL value for which the oxygen

storing process reaches the chemical equilibrium given a

certain exhaust gas composition at steady state. For each

operating point in terms of engine speed (n) and load (α),

the best parameter to quantify the mentioned exhaust gas

composition is FAR upstream of the TWC, therefore the

reference OSL value depends on the operating point and FAR

at catalyst inlet:

OSLref = f(FAR,α, n) (18)

First, the available O2 is compared with the equivalent HC

and CO to check whether all the reducing species adsorbed

can be oxidized or not. When there is enough O2 availability,

the mass of HC and CO downstream of the TWC is exactly

the amount of each one that has not been adsorbed (figure

3), thereby in this case the adsorption coefficient is behaving

as a conversion efficiency. Next, the adsorbed NOx can react

with CO in gas phase (figure 4), that is, with the proportion

of CO which has not been previously adsorbed and oxidized

with O2.

The excess of O2 can be stored in ceria (figure 3) as long

as the current OSL is lower than the reference OSL (OSLref )

for the corresponding operating conditions.

If that is not the case, then the surplus O2 is desorbed.

On the contrary, when there is not enough O2 availability
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Figure 5. Oxidation reactions when there is lack of oxygen.

only the proportional amount of equivalent HC and CO

is oxidized and the rest is desorbed (figure 5). Again, the

adsorbed NOx can react with the CO in gas phase, that is,

the proportion of CO which has been previously desorbed

together with the incoming CO gas. Under these conditions,

the lack of O2 can be compensated by using the previously

stored O2 in ceria whether current OSL is higher than

OSLref , thus oxidizing HC and CO in gas phase, either they

have not been adsorbed or they have been desorbed due to

the lack of O2 in noble metal (figure 5).

Finally, CO2 at the outlet is calculated as the addition of

two terms, CO2 at the inlet and CO2 generated with the

oxidation of HC, CO and NOx. In the same way, O2, HC, CO

and NOx at catalyst outlet are calculated as the difference of

two terms, one of them accounts for the amount of each one

upstream the TWC and the other one accounts for the amount

of each one which have reacted with other reactants.

3.2.4 Thermal sub-model An accurate prediction of the

TWC temperature requires a detailed model based on first

principles, since thermal dynamics are strongly dependent

on axial distribution, especially during the heating-up

process. Therefore a lumped-parameter model as the one

presented will not be able to fulfil the requirements if

an accurate temperature prediction is needed. The control-

oriented model proposed is essentially focused on after

heating-up operating conditions, when the requirements in

terms of temperature prediction are not so demanding. That

is, once the temperature is such that the activation energy

of all reactions involved is exceeded, conversion efficiency

is mainly dependent on both fuel-to-air ratio at catalyst

inlet and oxygen stored in ceria. Consequently for the

current approach temperature does not play a key role on

its capability to predict tailpipe emissions and outlet FAR.

Particularly, in the present model the temperature prediction

is used for two purposes: in order to slightly adjust the

conversion efficiency above light-off; as well as to take into

account the conversion efficiency drop in case of reaching

temperatures below light-off, for example, as a consequence

of a long enough period under fuel injection cut-off.

TWC temperature is calculated through an energy balance

that accounts for three terms: the energy exchange due to the

thermal state of the inlet flow (QIF), the energy generated

inside the TWC due to the oxidation processes (QOX) and

the energy exchange with the environment by convection

(QENV).

dQTWC

dt
= QIF +QOX +QENV (19)

While tailpipe temperature is calculated analogously but

just considering the TWC energy and heat loses to the

environment.

dQTP

dt
= QTWC +QENV (20)

3.2.5 λ sensor sub-model Considering the fact that λ

sensors response time is faster than TWC dynamics, a static

narrowband λ sensor model has been implemented. The

voltage provided by the sensor model downstream of the

TWC is obtained as the addition of three terms: the first

term takes into account the reference voltage, i.e., the one

that provides the sensor when it is exposed to a neutral gas.

The second and third terms are non-linear functions (ΨLEAN

and ΨRICH ) that allow to pull up or down the reference

voltage due to the presence of reducing or oxidizing species

respectively. In particular, NOx concentration at catalyst

outlet is used to reduce the reference sensor voltage, since

NOx emissions are the final consequence of an O2 excess.

Even at slightly rich conditions could be a non-negligible

amount of oxygen downstream of the TWC (non-ideal

combustion process), but only when there is a certain amount

of NOx the TWC is really working at lean conditions. On the

other hand, CO is the reducing species used to pull up the

reference voltage due to their good correlation as it is well-

known2,40,41.

V dw = Vref +ΨLEAN (NOx) + ΨRICH(CO) (21)

4 TWC model fitting & validation

For easier understanding of the fitting process, it will be

divided into different steps as it is shown in figure 6.

First, the setting of the equivalence parameter for each

chemical reaction (kx) is carried out in Step 1. Next, in

Step 2, the narrowband λ sensor parameters are also fitted.

Once finished these two steps for any operating point,
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the parameters obtained are considered valid for any other

operating condition, thus no additional iterations are needed.

Finally, in order to obtain the curves OSLref (FARup) and

µx(OSL) an iterative process is performed in Step 3. This

last step allows to fit these curves for a certain operating

point, for any other operating conditions the procedure is

the same. A summary of all the fitted parameters during this

process is listed in table 1.

Table 1: Model parameters

Number of

Step parameters Description

1 4 equivalence parameters (kx)

2 6 λ-sensor parameters

3 4 curves µx(OSL)
3 1 curve OSLref (FARup)

4.1 Step 1: Chemical stoichiometry,

equivalence parameters kx

A specific experimental test has been developed in order to fit

the four stoichiometric parameters: k(CO→HC), k(HC→O2),

k(NOx→CO) and k(O2→CO2). From now on, this test will

be referred as catalyst window test, an example of this sort

of test is shown in figure 7. The test consist of a simple

quasi-steady FAR evolution from rich (FAR = 1.1) to lean

conditions (FAR = 0.9), the duration between steps is 30

seconds and each one has an amplitude of 0.01.

When the model is lunched for first time, the curves

µx(OSL) and OSLref (FARup) are still unknown.

However, it is important to notice that adsorption rates

behaves as conversion efficiency rates when all the adsorbed

mass reacts. Moreover, TWC dynamics have low impact on

the catalyst window test because of being a test consisting

of a set of steady state points. Therefore, experimental

conversion efficiency curves depending on FAR upstream

the catalyst can be imposed, instead of using a more proper

(but still unknown in this step) adsorption dependence with

OSL (µx(OSL)). In that way, the curve OSLref (FARup),
is still not needed to lunch the model. Following this

approach, any non-linear programming solver can be used

to fit the equivalence parameter of each species involved

by minimizing a certain cost-function. In particular, in this

work the root mean square of the prediction of each chemical

species has been used.
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Figure 7. Example of catalyst window test at 1250 rpm and

25 Nm with new TWC. MESup and MESdw represent

measurements upstream and downstream of the TWC

respectively.

4.2 Step 2: Downstream narrowband λ sensor

parameters

Once obtained the equivalence parameters (kx), the fitting

process of the six parameters used in the downstream

narrowband λ sensor sub-model is analogous to the previous

one. The curves µx(OSL) and OSLref (FARup) are still

unknown, thereby experimental conversion efficiency curves

depending on FAR upstream the catalyst are imposed again.

The only difference is that in this case both TWC model

outputs NOx and CO are the inputs of this sub-model, hence

the equivalence parameters (kx) previously obtained are

needed in this step. The proper λ sensor parameters will be

those that minimize the error between the model estimation

of the FAR voltage downstream of the TWC and the actual

measurement during the catalyst window test.
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4.3 Step 3: OSLref (FAR) and µx(OSL)

calibration

A reasonable OSC value can be obtained by means of

experimental measurements42, the typical test lies on FAR

steps from rich to lean and vice versa, although there

seem not to be too much agreement regarding which

one is the best, since each one presents some advantages

and disadvantages. According to the available bibliography,

some authors1 prefer the signal of the switch-type λ sensor

downstream of the TWC, because its signal is more accurate

than the one provided by wideband λ sensors, and the

transition point that indicates the end of the filling/depleting

process is more clear. Also with narrowband λ sensors, an

alternative method is shown in Miyamoto et al., 200243,

while in Theis, 1996 44 the author ensures that the different

OSC obtained when filling and depleting are quite similar

except for brick temperatures below 450 degrees. Other

authors suggest the use of wideband λ sensors, in Balenovic

et al., 200225 a lean to rich step is performed, since in

the opposite case the longer the duration at rich conditions

the higher OSC value obtained. However, in Ingram et

al., 200345 the rich to lean step is proposed, because the

error bias of the sensor at lean is smaller than the one

at rich conditions, thus the end of the integration is more

accurate during the filling process, although the signal sensor

correction is needed in both.

In the present work, with the aid of wideband λ sensors

upstream and downstream the catalyst, the last one properly

corrected, the OSC has been measured experimentally by

integrating the oxygen stored during the filling process

(rich to lean step). The OSC value obtained for the new

TWC is 1042 milligrams while for the aged TWC it is

500 milligrams. From this OSC experimentally measured,

a preliminary estimation of the curves OSLref (FAR) and

µx(OSL) with x ≡ {HC,NOx, CO,O2} is needed. The

former can be estimated by imposing a linear correlation

between FAR upstream TWC and OSL. For example,

guessing that the maximum OSL is achieved for the

minimum FAR and vice versa. Again considering that

adsorption rates behaves as conversion efficiency rates when

all the adsorbed mass reacts, a preliminary estimation

of the adsorption rate of each species as function of

OSL (µx(OSL)) can be obtained. However, experimental

conversion efficiency rates are not function of OSL, but

function of FAR. Therefore, for the first iteration, the

experimental conversion efficiency curves of the catalyst

window test as function of FAR upstream TWC can be used

as function of OSL by using the previous estimation of the

curve OSLref (FAR) in order to obtain an estimation of the

aforementioned curve µx(OSL).

To properly calibrate both curves, an iterative process

is proposed (figure 6). In this case, several experimental

dynamic tests have been used, as the one shown in

figure 8 (hereinafter referred as dynamic storing test).

These tests consist of several FAR steps with decreasing

period at lean conditions, always between the same upper

and lower thresholds in terms of FAR. The idea is to

impose progressively shorter filling processes beginning with

same depleting level. Then repeating the test for different

thresholds to completely sweep the interesting range of

Figure 8. Example of dynamic storing test at 1250 rpm and 25

Nm with new TWC. MESup and MESdw represent

measurements upstream and downstream of the TWC

respectively.

FAR and OSL. These dynamic storing tests allow to fit

properly the curve OSLref (FAR) (until now just an initial

estimation of this curve had been proposed), which in

turn allows to fit the dynamic behaviour of the model.

Since the adsorption curves depend on OSL an iterative

process can be performed, updating the adsorption curves

(µx(OSL)) with the last version of the aforementioned

curve OSLref (FAR). Finally, this iterative process can

be repeated again by using the proposed dynamic storing

tests until a good match between model outputs and

corresponding measurements is reached. For this step, the

cost function must take into account the error in the

estimation of at least one oxidizing and one reducing species,

for example NOx and CO respectively.

Figure 9 shows the calibration curve OSLref (FAR)
obtained for the same operating conditions with both the new

and the aged catalysts. At very lean conditions the catalyst

can be completely filled, however, at rich conditions its

capability to store oxygen is almost null as expected. Within
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Figure 9. Curve OSLref (top) and oxygen stored (bottom) for

1250 rpm and low load (25 Nm) with fresh (FreshTWC) and

aged (AgedTWC) converters respectively.

this FAR range, the storing capabilities decrease from lean

to rich in a non-linear way, showing a flat plateau around

stoichiometric conditions. The shape of these curves is alike,

although the ageing level of each catalyst is different, which

indicates that the behaviour of both TWC is similar, and the

main differences lie in the total OSC as well as in the relative

OSL reached for the same exhaust gas composition.

Figure 10 shows the result of the fitting process for

the dynamic storing test with the aged TWC at 1250 rpm

and low load (25 Nm). The fitting process cannot improve

the small discrepancies that this figure shows between

model outputs and experimental data. In spite of this, the

model represent the dynamics of the TWC in transient

phase and allows to quantify the concentration of the

main pollutant emissions and the downstream narrowband

λ sensor reasonably. Therefore, the model could be a good

estimator of the oxygen storing level. In the case of CO

and HC, the model dynamics during lean to rich steps is

faster than experimental results, which could be due to

the lack of longitudinal discretization of the model. To

take into account this effect, the number of nodes could

be increased since currently the model only accounts for

one node. The narrowband λ sensor model also fits well

with experimental data although a bias error appears at rich

conditions, considering the H2 effect on λ sensor could solve

this issue but increasing also the model complexity.

4.4 Experimental validation

Experimental measurements at steady and dynamic condi-

tions of two TWCs with different ageing level have been

carried out, for each one, several operating conditions have

been assessed. Tables 2 and 3 summarizes the test used to fit

and validate the model respectively.
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Figure 10. Example of the results obtained with the model

fitting process. Dynamic storing test at 1250 rpm and 25 Nm

with aged TWC. MESup, MESdw and MODoutputs,dw represent

measurements upstream of the TWC, measurements

downstream of the TWC and model outputs downstream of the

TWC respectively.

Table 2: Tests for model fitting

Param. Test Op. cond. TWC

kx, λ-sensor catalyst

window

1250 rpm - 25 Nm new

OSLref , µx dynamic

storing

1250 rpm - 25 Nm new

OSLref , µx dynamic

storing

1250 rpm - 25 Nm aged

OSLref , µx dynamic

storing

2500 rpm - 75 Nm new

OSLref , µx dynamic

storing

2500 rpm - 75 Nm aged

The parameters related with TWC performance at steady

state (Steps 1 and 2 of the fitting process in figure 6), that

is, the four equivalence parameters (kx) as well as the six

parameters of the narrowband λ sensor model, are valid for

any operating condition. Of course, OSC must be obtained
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experimentally for the corresponding ageing level of the

TWC.
Table 3: Tests for model validation

Param. Test Op. cond. TWC

kx, λ-sensor catalyst

window

1250 rpm - 25 Nm aged

kx, λ-sensor catalyst

window

2500 rpm - 75 Nm aged

kx, λ-sensor catalyst

window

2500 rpm - 75 Nm new

OSLref , µx random

FAR steps

1250 rpm - 25 Nm new

OSLref , µx TWC

purge

2500 rpm - 75 Nm aged

In this regard, figures 11, 12 and 13 show the model

validation in the catalyst window test for different ageing

levels and operating conditions. All of them have been

simulated by using exactly the same calibration for

equivalence parameters (kx) and λ sensor model, since Step

1 and 2 of the fitting process have been performed by using

the catalyst window test at 1250 rpm and low load (25 Nm).

Due to the simplicity of the chemical approach followed

in this control-oriented model (remember that water-gas

shift and steam-reforming reactions have been neglected),

the model outputs show some discrepancies regarding

the experimental measurements. These model errors are

especially relevant for the new TWC (figure 11) at very rich

conditions. The issue lies in the fact that the oxygen demand

of a new catalyst is strongly different when comparing rich

with lean conditions. Thus if the equivalence parameter for

hydrocarbons to equivalent oxygen (k(HC→O2)) is such that

it allows to reach the oxygen level needed to fulfil the

oxidation capabilities at lean conditions, then the oxygen

availability upstream of the catalyst is not enough at rich

conditions and vice versa. It happens mainly with the

new TWC since the effects of water-gas shift and steam-

reforming reactions tend to get deactivated with ageing, thus

its oxidation capabilities are higher than the ones of the

aged catalyst. In this sense, figures 12 and 13 show how

the aforementioned issue is almost negligible when an aged

catalyst is modelled.

The loss of performance in terms of NOx reduction at

rich conditions is a behaviour observed experimentally in

the aged catalyst that the model is not able to represent. The

impact of this effect is small as shown in figure 13, however,

this kind of chemical deactivation is not considered in the

current model.

Despite these two effects, which appear at very rich

conditions, the overall model performances at steady state

are good. The main effort has been focused on achieving

accurate results around stoichiometric conditions, where

the transition between rich and lean behaviour shows up.

NOx, CO and HC estimations are accurate enough for the

implementation to which the model is oriented, that is,

control purposes. The model reflects properly the FAR range

at which the TWC is more active, as shown by the shape of

the CO2 curve downstream of the catalyst.

In the same way, the λ sensor model is able to predict

correctly the catalyst behaviour in spite of the bias error

at rich conditions. Due to the strong non-linearity of these

sensors, providing an accurate value at steady when the
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Figure 11. Model validation. Catalyst window test at 2500

rpm and low-mid load (75 Nm) with new TWC. MESup,

MESdw and MODoutputs,dw represent measurements upstream

of the TWC, measurements downstream of the TWC and model

outputs downstream of the TWC respectively.

sensor is in the switching range is really difficult, but the

key lies in the fact that the model reflect properly the FAR

where the transition happens, since it is fed with NOx and

CO outputs.

Figures 14 and 15 show, for each species, the error

distribution at steady state, that is, the percentage of samples

with an error below a certain threshold for lean and rich

range respectively. CO2 and O2 errors, unlike the rest, are

expressed in relative terms, since these species do no reach

values near zero ppm at any FAR, with the only exception

of O2 at very rich conditions. The main differences between

lean and rich conditions are given for reducing species,

mainly because of the aforementioned calibration problems

at rich conditions with the new TWC. The rest of parameters

behaves in a similar way for all FAR tested.

Regarding the dynamic performance of the catalyst model,

two different test have been developed to validate it. Figure

16 compares the model outputs with the data obtained in
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Figure 12. Model validation. Catalyst window test at 1250

rpm and low load (25 Nm) with aged TWC. MESup, MESdw

and MODoutputs,dw represent measurements upstream of the

TWC, measurements downstream of the TWC and model

outputs downstream of the TWC respectively.

an experimental test with the new TWC, in which pseudo-

random FAR steps at low engine speed and load have been

measured. This test reflects the potential of the model to

aid in emissions control strategies, since it provides key

information about the catalyst state, as well as on the margin

available to correct a certain FAR disturbance in time and

quantifying the emissions penalty. The OSL together with the

λ sensor estimations allow to distinguish perfectly between

tolerable and unacceptable FAR steps.

Figure 17 shows a zoomed view of the same test. At the

beginning, the system is working at lean conditions with

an OSL around 1 until the moment at which a significant

step towards rich is performed. Then, NOx emissions drop

almost immediately while CO and HC remain low despite

their increasing inlet values. The OSL shows a fast transition

followed by another much slower. Just when the last one

reaches steady conditions, NOx and CO emissions reach also

their respective steady values and, as a consequence, the
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Figure 13. Model validation. Catalyst window test at 2500

rpm and low-mid load (75 Nm) with aged TWC. MESup,

MESdw and MODoutputs,dw represent measurements upstream

of the TWC, measurements downstream of the TWC and model

outputs downstream of the TWC respectively.

switch-type λ sensor voltage increases strongly. After that,

the additional rich and lean steps of lower amplitude do not

affect in a remarkable way the OSL, as it happens with CO

and HC emissions. However, these FAR steps are strongly

reflected on NOx emissions because of the lack of excess

CO.

Figure 18 shows the temperature evolution during the

same test. The impact of FAR steps on inlet temperature

is rather limited, hence it is almost constant around 380
◦C during the whole test. However, brick temperature is

markedly affected by FAR evolution in both average and

peak values regarding inlet values. The exothermic reactions

tend to increase the average value since a certain amount

of HC and CO is always being oxidized whatever the inlet

FAR. In turn, oxygen storing involves temperature pulses

during FAR transients, as a consequence of the simultaneous

availability of reducing and oxidizing species in significant

amounts. Finally, the outlet gas temperature follows the
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Figure 14. Model validation. Error metrics for lean range at

steady conditons. X-axis represent the cumulative relative

frequency. Y-axis represent the error between measurements

and model outputs at catalyst outlet, in terms of absolute error

for top and bottom rows as well as in terms of relative error for

mid row.

dynamic evolution imposed by brick temperature, but with

reduced average values and amplitude oscillations due to

heat losses to the environment as well as to the restricted

residence time of the gas inside the TWC. The model is

able to predict the overall behaviour although in some cases

it overestimates or underestimates the actual temperature

peaks. This lack of accuracy on temperature prediction is not

crucial for the present approach, inasmuch as the temperature

effect on catalyst performance is secondary in comparison

with oxygen storing and inlet gas composition, at least for

conditions above light-off temperature.

On the other hand, figure 19 shows a quite more specific

test, in which the engine is running without fuel injection at

constant speed during 10 seconds and after that, the nominal

conditions (2500 rpm and 75 Nm) are reached again. The

duration of the injection cut-off chosen is such that it allows

to totally fill with oxygen the aged catalyst but does not have

an important impact on brick temperature, keeping the TWC
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Figure 15. Model validation. Error metrics for rich range at

steady conditons. X-axis represent the cumulative relative

frequency. Y-axis represent the error between measurements

and model outputs at catalyst outlet, in terms of absolute error

for top and bottom rows as well as in terms of relative error for

mid row.

always above the light-off temperature. At the beginning

of the test the catalyst is totally filled with oxygen, thus

OSL is equal to 1, the sensor voltage is almost 0 volts and

the concentration of all the species are zero since there is

no combustion. When the FAR step upstream is performed,

a transient phase starts and the TWC is partially purged

until reaching nominal conditions, from OSL equal to 1 to

OSL around 0.4. Although the switching from injection cut-

off to normal combustion is almost instantaneous in terms

of TWC dynamics (particularly, the switching duration is

equal to one engine cycle), the FAR controller needs some

additional time until reaching accurately the target FAR. This

situation together with the fact that the catalyst is totally

filled of oxygen causes the NOx penalty shown in figure 19.

The TWC model is able to capture this behaviour as well

as the subsequent delay that shows up until getting steady

conditions, when CO and HC emissions increase slightly.

However, according to the experimental data, this delay is
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Figure 16. Model validation. Pseudo-random FAR evolution

test at 1250 rpm and low load (25 Nm) using the new TWC.

MESup, MESdw and MODoutputs,dw represent measurements

upstream of the TWC, measurements downstream of the TWC

and model outputs downstream of the TWC respectively.

even greater than the one provided by the model. It is evident

seeing the difference between the narrowband λ sensor

model output and the corresponding measurement (while the

model considers that the transient phase lasts 20 seconds,

according to the measurements the duration is around 30

seconds). The reason of this discrepancy could be the OSC

underestimation or the zero-dimensionality of the model,

which could be solved by using a quasi-dimensional model

with the aid of additional nodes longitudinally distributed

along the catalyst axis. In any case, from a practical point

of view, a TWC purging strategy based on this model would

be to err on the side of safety.

5 Summary and conclusions

A control-oriented model to deal with after-treatment

systems based on TWC has been developed. The overall

model consist of three parts, the upstream feed gas

sub-model, the TWC model itself and the downstream

Figure 17. Model validation. Zoomed view of pseudo-random

FAR evolution test at 1250 rpm and low load (25 Nm) with new

TWC. MESup, MESdw and MODoutputs,dw represent

measurements upstream of the TWC, measurements

downstream of the TWC and model outputs downstream of the

TWC respectively.

narrowband λ sensor sub-model. The present approach is

based on the following features: zero-dimensional (just 1

node), lumped-parameter kinetics, real-time capable and able

to provide reasonable estimations of OSL, brick temperature,

λ sensor voltage as well as the main chemical species

involved at TWC outlet. Of course this approach implies

some limitations, such as the inability to deal with complex

behaviours as NOx reduction deactivation at very rich

conditions with aged TWCs, or the lack of accuracy at very

rich conditions with new catalysts. However, in most usual

driving conditions it is fully functional and provides useful

information regarding the TWC state.

In this sense, the OSL is considered a good indicator of

the catalyst state but it cannot be directly measured on-board.

Therefore, the model can be used for control purposes since

it provides a real-time estimation of the OSL. In particular,

during transient phases such as catalyst oxygen purging,

where the fuel-to-air ratio can be controlled with the aid of
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Figure 18. Model validation. Temperatures in pseudo-random

FAR evolution test at 1250 rpm and low load (25 Nm) using

the new TWC. MES and MODoutputs represent measurements

and model outputs respectively.

the λ sensor feedback but also taking into account the oxygen

stored in the TWC by using the information provided by the

model.

Moreover, the catalyst ageing reduces the OSC, which in

turn induces a faster response of the downstream λ sensor

after a step from rich to lean conditions or vice versa. That

is, for a certain operating point the elapsed time since a

step is done upstream of the TWC until it is measured

by the downstream λ sensor depends mainly on the OSC.

Therefore, the modelled λ sensor voltage can be compared

with the on-board measurement downstream of the catalyst

in order to obtain information regarding the TWC ageing

level.

Appendix: Nomenclature

Subscripts

ads species adsorbed on the converter

surface

dw properties or measurements down-

stream TWC

ENV environment heat

eq equivalent species

GP species in gas phase

IF inlet flow heat

OX oxidation heat

ref reference values

SP species adsorbed in solid phase

SP−CERIA portion of oxygen stored in ceria in

solid phase

SP−NM portion of oxygen adsorbed in noble

metal in solid phase
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Figure 19. Model validation. Catalyst purge test after injection

cut-off at 2500 rpm and low-mid load (75 Nm) with aged TWC.

MESup, MESdw and MODoutputs,dw represent measurements

upstream of the TWC, measurements downstream of the TWC

and model outputs downstream of the TWC respectively.

Subscripts

TP tailpipe heat

TWC three-way catalyst heat

up properties or measurements upstream

TWC

Parameters

α [%] engine load

FAR [−] fuel-to-air equivalence ratio

kx [−] equivalence parameter of species x

mx [g] mass of species x

µx [−] relative adsorption coefficient of

species x

n [rpm] engine speed

OSL [−] relative oxygen storing level

ΦLEAN [V ] non-linear function that accounts

for the contribution of oxidizing

species to the voltage provided by

the downstream λ sensor model
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Parameters

ΦRICH [V ] non-linear function that accounts

for the contribution of reducing

species to the voltage provided by

the downstream λ sensor model

Q [J ] heat

V [V ] output voltage provided by the

downstream λ sensor model
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